
THE FUTURE
A number of potential collaborations are now in 
progress to support Australian U-FIT Security in 
taking U-FIT to market: 
 

U-FIT has been in discussions with Alspec - a national 

manufacturer and distributor of aluminium products. 

Alspec has supported the project with technical input, with 

testing to Australian Standards and with marketing input.  

U-FIT has been in discussions with a major retailer, further to 

an introduction by Alspec. 

The retailer has shown strong interest and Australian U-FIT 

Security is now working with them on potential pricing models 

as well as the sales and marketing support required to sell 

U-FIT effectively in its stores. 

For further information about the AIC’s Innovation program 
please visit www.ausicom.com or call 1300 364 739.

 

1 AIC Innovation Coaching 

AIC CASE STUDY
AIC CASE STUDY

“Scott [AIC Innovation Coach] introduced us to the stage 
gate process and it helped make sure that the innovation 
was going to work for us and it identified questions that 
we had to make sure we had answers to, in order to make 
sure we could go forward in a commercially viable way. 

What’s more, the AIC has got really, really, really good 
contacts. 

They put us in touch with three patent attorneys and sat in 
on our initial meetings. 

Branding was also an area they had good contacts with, 
and provided us with an agency who developed our logo 
and brand.”

Peter Driessen, Director of Australian U-FIT Securities
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Innovation Coaching Program Framework:



THE COMPANY
Silent Security Screens is a South Brisbane based 
manufacturer and supplier of security screens and doors.  

Established in 1991, Silent Security Screens manufactures a 

range of crimped and welded aluminium and woven stainless 

steel security.

In 2011 Kim Salthouse, Director of Silent Security Screens 

and Peter Driessen created Australian U-FIT Security, for their 

innovative product, the “U-FIT” innovative DIY security door. 

U-FIT , unlike its predecessors, has been designed for easy DIY 

manufacture, construction, installation and mass production.

 
THE OPPORTUNITY    
Kim Salthouse has worked in the industry for more than 20 
years and was aware that the current industry structure is 
one of job shopping each door. 

The reason for this is that no two doors are the same 

dimensions thus each door quote or order requires a 

measurement of the door opening, going back to the factory to 

measure and cut it and then travelling out again to the client to 

fit the door. 

There are a number of inefficiencies in this process related 

to manufacturing waste, multiple visits, and a delayed time to 

install after the initial measure and quote.

Moreover, traditional security doors have required an angled 

mitre cut. This requires expertise and the correct, specialist 

equipment.  

Based on these known inefficiencies and issues, Kim then 

developed a concept for a hinged door which can be DIY fitted 

and mass produced. 

The hinged door uses a standard size inner security mesh 

and a standard kit of frame parts, which make the aluminium 

frame. 

Innovation Coaching covers and offers assistance with: 

 1 Innovation strategy

 1 Knowledge transfer

 1 Commercialisation advice

 1 Access to networks, technologies and funding specialists  

       (e.g. intellectual property, market research, etc)

 1 Referrals to specialists

The AIC’s Innovation Coach provided Silent Security Screens with 

advice and direction in a number of areas: 

 1 Creation of sister company - Australian U-FIT  Security 

 1 Intellectual property protection - The AIC worked with  

        Australian U-FIT  Security to identify a Patent Attorney   

        and secure a Provisional Patent 

 

 1 Business model development   - To identify the key  

        value proposition, activities, resources, customers and  

        distribution channels 

 1 Market research - To provide intelligence including size of the  

        marketplace and market segments 

 1 Identification of potential partners - including suppliers and  

        distributors 

 1 Branding – The AIC worked with the company to establish  

        names for the new business and product, and also develop the  

        creative concepts surrounding the new brand 

 1 Go to market strategy - Evaluating options and alternatives for  

        commercialising U-FIT and taking the product to market 

 1 Target market identification - Identifying a range of market  

        segments to be targeted  

 1 Commercialisation framework – The AIC worked with   

        Australian U-FIT  Security within its Commercialisation  

        Blueprint framework to stage gate the commercialisation  

        process and provide confidence in decision making

OUTCOMES 
A number of successful outcomes were achieved during the 

Innovation Coaching program:

 1 Securing a provisional patent

 1 Establishing a new company – Australian U-FIT  Security 

 1 Brand development of the product - U-FIT 

 1 Collaboration with potential partners

 1 Knowledge diffusion – through presentation at QWIN forums

 1 Expert referrals to Patent Attorneys and Branding Specialists

 

The adjustment to make the hinged security door fit is based 

on cutting the frame to size and inserting the mesh the correct 

distance into the frame.

Furthermore, this concept requires only straight cuts, thus less 

skill and specialist equipment is required. 

AIC ASSISTANCE   
Once Silent Security Screens developed the concept for 
the innovative new hinged security door, the company 
sought to commercialise the product with the help of the 
AIC’s Innovation Coaching program. 

The Innovation Coaching program is a joint initiative of the 

Queensland Government’s Department of Employment, 

Economic Development and Innovation (DEEDI) and the AIC.

The Innovation Coaching program is a key element of the 

Queensland Wide Innovation Network (QWIN) which assists 

SMEs to access a range of innovation services and innovation 

support programs.

“The AIC critiqued our idea. They are very good in 
process formulation and have helped us to keep on 
track.  
 
Their breadth and depth of experience has been crucial 
as that’s what they do – they help businesses with new 
ideas get to market.  
 
Their access and availability are great and meetings 
are always productive...”

 

Peter Driessen, Director of Australian U-FIT Security

“The AIC has been an enabler for us and supported us to 
progress things forward much faster than we would have 
alone. They’ve given us clarity around what we are doing 
and where we need to go.”

They have also helped to identify various markets where 
the U-FIT door could be of benefit.”

Kim Salthouse, Director of Silent Security Screens and 

Director of Australian U-FIT Security

The U-FIT door
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Peter Driessen, Director , Australian U-FIT Security, presents to the 
QWIN Innovation Network


